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Tom Clancy's EndWar: The Hunted Tom Clancy 2011-02-01 She's known as the Snow Maiden-an operative of a secret
group dedicated to world domination. To get their hands on her, U.S. Special Forces Captain Alexander Brent and his
team will have to outmaneuver a terrorist faction bent on wiping her off the face of the earth.
The Sister Paradox Jack Campbell 2017-02 LIam doesn't know he has a sister. Not to mention one that transports him
into another world filled with unicorns, elves, and dragons.
The Lost Fleet: Victorious Jack Campbell 2010-04-27 The Lost Fleet: Relentless found its way onto the New York Times
bestseller list... Now Victorious leads the charge again-and "Black Jack" Geary is in command... As war continues to rage
between the Alliance and Syndicate Worlds, Captain "Black Jack" Geary is promoted to admiral-even though the ruling
council fears he may stage a military coup. His new rank gives him the authority to negotiate with the Syndics, who have
suffered tremendous losses and may finally be willing to end the war. But an even greater alien threat lurks on the far
side of the Syndic occupied space.
The Odyssey Homer 1871
A Rising Thunder David Weber 2013-02-05 # 3 New York Times bestseller in hardcover. David Weber New York Times,
USA Today, Wall Street Journal and international bestselling phenomenon delivers book #13 in the multiple New York
Times best-selling Honor Harrington series. Honor Harrington faces down a powerful attack by a corrupt and powerful
star empire while rooting out a deadly plot to enslave the entire human-inhabited galaxy. Peril and strife strike on a
double front for Honor Harrington and company. After a brutal attack on the Manticoran home system, Honor Harrington
and the Star Kingdom she serves battle back against a new, technologically powerful, and utterly nefarious enemy. And
as if that weren’t task enough, Honor must also face down a centuries-old old nemesis in the crumbling, but still mighty,
Solarian League. The war between the People’s Republic of Haven and the Star Kingdom is finally won and peace
established, but grave danger looms–for there is a plan well on its way to completion designed to enslave the entire
human species. Behind that plan lies the shadowy organization known as the Mesan Alignment. Task number one for
Honor is to defend against another devastating Mesan strike–a strike that may well spell the doom of the Star Kingdom in
one fell blow. It is time to shut down and secure the wormhole network that is the source of the Star Kingdom’s wealth
and power–but also its greatest vulnerability. Yet this is an act that the ancient and corrupt Earth-based Solarian League
inevitably will take as a declaration of war. The thunder of battle rolls as the Solarian League directs its massive power
against the Star Kingdom. And once again, Honor Harrington is thrust into a desperate battle that she must win if she is to
survive to take the fight to the real enemy of galactic freedom–the insidious puppetmasters of war who lurk behind the
Mesan Alignment! About A Rising Thunder: “Intrigue and counter-intrigue heighten the tension in Weber's 13th Honor
Harrington novel. . .as the author highlights the complex maneuverings of government leaders in this politically savvy. .
.novel that bridges the gap between the last novel and the expected sequel.”—Publishers Weekly About Mission of
Honor, #12 in the Honor Harrington series: “Weber combines realistic, engaging characters with intelligent technological
projection and a deep understanding of military bureaucracy in the long-awaited 12th Honor Harrington novel…Fans of
this venerable space opera will rejoice to see Honor back in action.”–Publishers Weekly “This latest Honor Harrington
novel brings the saga to another crucial turning point…Readers may feel confident that they will be Honored many more
times and enjoy it every time.”–Booklist About David Weber and the Honor Harrington series: “. . .everything you could
want in a heroine….excellent…plenty of action.”–Science Fiction Age “Brilliant! Brilliant! Brilliant!”–Anne McCaffrey
“Compelling combat combined with engaging characters for a great space opera adventure.”–Locus “Weber combines
realistic, engaging characters with intelligent technological projection. . .Fans of this venerable space opera will rejoice. .
.”–Publishers Weekly
The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009 After rescuing POWs from a labor camp in the Heradao Star System, Captain John
"Black Jack" Geary discovers that the Syndics plan to ambush his fleet, forcing him to jump from one star system to the
next in an effort to avoid the enemy.
The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009 After rescuing POWs from a labor camp in the Heradao Star System, Captain John
"Black Jack" Geary discovers that the Syndics plan to ambush his fleet, forcing him to jump from one star system to the

next in an effort to avoid the enemy.
Resolute Jack Campbell 2022-06-28 Admiral John “Black Jack” Geary must battle dangers both within and without the
Alliance, in this exciting continuation of the New York Times bestselling series. Geary knows that some political factions in
the Alliance were just trying to get rid of him when he was assigned to escort a diplomatic and scientific mission to the far
reaches of humanity’s expansion into the galaxy . . . and beyond. But he views his mission as both a duty and an
opportunity to make things better wherever he can. And when a crippled Rift Federation ship tumbles out of jump space,
Geary leaps into action. But the survivors’ story isn’t completely adding up. As Geary investigates, he soon finds himself
fending off spies and assassins while leading the fleet as it fights its way across space controlled by the mysterious and
hostile aliens whom humans call enigmas. Challenges arrive at every turn, including an unknown alien species that
invites the fleet to visit one of their star systems. With little information to go on, Geary must weigh the benefits of
potential new allies against the possibility of a trap. The fate of the fleet—and perhaps even the future of humanity—will
depend on him making the right decision. If he can stay alive long enough to do that.
Ad Astra Jack Campbell 2013-02-12 From the author of the New York Times–bestselling Lost Fleet series comes 11
action-packed stories of space exploration. In Jack Campbell’s Lost Fleet series, Campbell’s hero Captain “Black Jack”
Geary explores the furthest reaches of space. Here, Campbell explores what kinds of problems mankind might face as
our horizons expand. The third in a series of collections of Campbell’s short stories includes some of Campbell’s favorite
stories, and some of his earliest. A brand-new author’s note accompanies each story. “Lady Be Good” is one of
Campbell’s most popular stories, winner of Analog magazine’s “AnLab” reader poll for Best Short Story and cited in
Gardner Dozois’s Year’s Best SF. The Lady Be Good is an old ship, running obscure routes (not all on the right side of
the law), with her loyal first officer Kilcannon and reclusive captain. When Kilcannon decides to rescue the survivors of an
attack on a Vestral Company ship, a mysterious new passenger thanks him by asking difficult questions about the Lady,
with unexpected answers. In “Kyrie Eleison,” the Verio shipwrecked centuries ago on an out-of-the-way planet, and the
descendants of the ship’s survivors have gotten along as well as they can by following the orders that were passed on to
them. But those orders weren’t intended to govern life on the planet’s surface, and when the Bellegrange arrives on a
rescue mission, her captain will have to reckon with the unexpected social order on the planet. In “Do No Harm”, a ship is
so technologically advanced that it can repair itself—but turning over the keys might not be the best idea. And in “Down
the Rabbit Hole,” a series of failed attempts at faster-than-light travel lead to a novel approach: sending an untested
Naval captain out in a space ship to see if he can figure out what’s gone wrong. With eleven stories in all, Ad Astra is the
most multi-faceted introduction to the short fiction of Jack Campbell, and an essential complement to his bestselling booklength work.
Tarnished Knight Jack Campbell 2013 After being betrayed by the Syndicate, Artur Drakon and Gwen Iceni stage a coup
for control of Midway in the first novel in a spin-off of the New York Times best-selling Lost Fleet series. 75,000 first
printing.
The Lost Fleet: Corsair #1 Jack Campbell 2017-06-07 p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} Jack
Campbell, the author behind the Lost Fleet novels, is now bringing his best-selling sci-fi series to comics. The Lost Fleet:
Corsair features all the engaging character elements that have helped make the Lost Fleet novels such an incredible
success – but this time, the series’ epic space battles are brought to stunning life thanks to incredible visuals from
Andrew Siregar (Sevara), complimented by color work by Sebastian Cheng (Orphan Black, The X-Files). Imprisoned by
the Syndics, Michael Geary’s one chance lies in Destina Aragon – determined commander of a regiment of hardened
soldiers now caught up in a wide scale rebellion within Syndic space. Seeking to escape both their prison and Syndic
space, will Geary and Aragon join forces to get home – or will the hatreds stirred by a decades-old war kill them both?
David and Goliath Malcolm Gladwell 2013-10-01 Explore the power of the underdog in Malcolm Gladwell's dazzling
examination of success, motivation, and the role of adversity in shaping our lives, from the bestselling author of The
Bomber Mafia. Three thousand years ago on a battlefield in ancient Palestine, a shepherd boy felled a mighty warrior with
nothing more than a stone and a sling, and ever since then the names of David and Goliath have stood for battles
between underdogs and giants. David's victory was improbable and miraculous. He shouldn't have won. Or should he
have? In David and Goliath, Malcolm Gladwellchallenges how we think about obstacles and disadvantages, offering a
new interpretation of what it means to be discriminated against, or cope with a disability, or lose a parent, or attend a
mediocre school, or suffer from any number of other apparent setbacks. Gladwell begins with the real story of what
happened between the giant and the shepherd boy those many years ago. From there, David and Goliath examines
Northern Ireland's Troubles, the minds of cancer researchers and civil rights leaders, murder and the high costs of
revenge, and the dynamics of successful and unsuccessful classrooms—all to demonstrate how much of what is beautiful
and important in the world arises from what looks like suffering and adversity. In the tradition of Gladwell's previous
bestsellers—The Tipping Point, Blink, Outliers and What the Dog Saw—David and Goliath draws upon history,
psychology, and powerful storytelling to reshape the way we think of the world around us.
Boundless Jack Campbell 2021-06-15 Admiral John "Black Jack" Geary may have saved the Alliance only to destroy it, in
this thrilling and eagerly awaited continuation of the New York Times bestselling series. Geary believed in the Alliance.
Even when he uncovered overwhelming evidence that the highest echelons of the government and fleet command were
involved in secret programs and prison camps, he believed it was worth saving. And that his duty was to see that justice
was served even though some factions feared that revealing the truth would cause the Alliance to crumble. But after
narrowly surviving two assassination attempts when he brings evidence of the misdeeds to the capital star system, Geary
realizes that some have decided the easiest way to make the Alliance's problems go away is to get rid of him. He finds
himself ordered to undertake a perilous new mission outside of the reaches of human-occupied space while the Senate
clashes over the evidence. Geary's warships must escort a diplomatic and scientific mission across the dangerous,

disintegrating remnants of the Syndicate Worlds empire. But even if he can make it to Midway Star System, the gateway
to alien-controlled space, Geary will face former Syndicate officials who have rebelled and regard the Alliance with deep
suspicion. And that will be the easy part. . . .
The Lost Fleet Jack Campbell 2011 Determined not to leave any of his people behind, Captain 'Black Jack' Geary orders
the fleet to strike hard and fast to free the POWs held in a heavily guarded Syndic camp.
Valiant Ambition Nathaniel Philbrick 2017-05-09 A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the George Washington Prize A
surprising account of the middle years of the American Revolution and the tragic relationship between George
Washington and Benedict Arnold, from the New York Times bestselling author of In The Heart of the Sea, Mayflower, and
In the Hurricane's Eye. "May be one of the greatest what-if books of the age—a volume that turns one of America’s bestknown narratives on its head.”—Boston Globe "Clear and insightful, [Valiant Ambition] consolidates Philbrick's reputation
as one of America's foremost practitioners of narrative nonfiction."—Wall Street Journal In the second book of his
acclaimed American Revolution series, Nathaniel Philbrick turns to the tragic relationship between George Washington
and Benedict Arnold. In September 1776, the vulnerable Continental army under an unsure George Washington
evacuated New York after a devastating defeat by the British army. Three weeks later, one of his favorite generals,
Benedict Arnold, miraculously succeeded in postponing the British naval advance down Lake Champlain that might have
lost the war. As this book ends, four years later Washington has vanquished his demons, and Arnold has fled to the
enemy. America was forced at last to realize that the real threat to its liberties might not come from without but from
withinComplex, controversial, and dramatic, Valiant Ambition is a portrait of a people in crisis and the war that gave birth
to a nation.
How Firm a Foundation David Weber 2012-07-31 Hiding secret agendas from their subjects throughout a terrible war in
the Charisian Empire, the Emperor and his inner circle of advisors launch a desperate counter-attack against a corrupt
Church of God Awaiting that is complicated by a discovery in theChurch's Zion Temple.
By Schism Rent Asunder David Weber 2008-07-22 The sequel to the New York Times best seller Off Armageddon Reef
The world has changed. The mercantile kingdom of Charis has prevailed over the alliance designed to exterminate it.
Armed with better sailing vessels, better guns and better devices of all sorts, Charis faced the combined navies of the rest
of the world at Darcos Sound and Armageddon Reef, and broke them. Despite the implacable hostility of the Church of
God Awaiting, Charis still stands, still free, still tolerant, still an island of innovation in a world in which the Church has
worked for centuries to keep humanity locked at a medieval level of existence. But the powerful men who run the Church
aren't going to take their defeat lying down. Charis may control the world's seas, but it barely has an army worthy of the
name. And as King Cayleb knows, far too much of the kingdom's recent good fortune is due to the secret manipulations
of the being that calls himself Merlin-a being that, the world must not find out too soon, is more than human. A being on
whose shoulders rests the last chance for humanity's freedom. Now, as Charis and its archbishop make the rift with
Mother Church explicit, the storm gathers. Schism has come to the world of Safehold. Nothing will ever be the same... in
David Weber's By Schism Rent Asunder. Safehold Series 1. Off Armageddon Reef 2. By Schism Rent Asunder 3. By
Heresies Distressed 4. A Mighty Fortress 5. How Firm A Foundation 6. Midst Toil and Tribulation 7. Like A Mighty Army 8.
Hell's Foundations Quiver 9. At the Sign of Triumph At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Dragons of Dorcastle Jack Campbell 2015-04-03 Dematr is a world ruled by the diametrically opposed Mage and
Mechanic Guilds. For centuries, the two Great Guilds have been bitter rivals. But now a Storm approaches, one that
could sweep away everything that humans have built. Only one person has any chance of uniting enough of the world
behind to stop the Storm. Mari is a brilliant young Mechanic, just out of the Guild Halls, where she has spent most of her
life learning how to run the steam locomotives and other devices of her Guild. Alain is the youngest Mage ever to learn
how to change the world he sees with the power of his mind. Each has been taught that the works of the other's Guild are
frauds. But when their caravan is destroyed, they must join forces. Their union could save the world from the approaching
Storm, but it could also upend the Great Guilds who will stop at nothing to preserve their power. Mari and Alain will have
to choose between protecting their lives and their Guilds, or risking everything to protect Dematr from the coming Storm.
The Lost Fleet: Dauntless 2006 Returning from survival hibernation and assuming the command of the Alliance fleet,
legendary hero Captain John "Black Jack" Geary must retrieve the stolen Syndic hypernet key to save the Alliance from
destruction at the hands of the Syndics. Original.
Halo: The Rubicon Protocol Kelly Gay 2022-08-09 An original novel set in the Halo universe—based on the New York
Times bestselling video game series! A HALO INFINITE STORY December 2559. Humanity has its back against the wall
after the United Nations Space Command flagship Infinity drops out of slipspace into a devastating ambush launched by
the Banished. As this fierce enemy alliance seeks to claim a mysterious object hidden within the ancient Forerunner
construct known as Zeta Halo, the surviving UNSC corps finds itself compromised and its leadership out of reach—with
remaining personnel forced to abandon ship and take their chances on the fractured, unpredictable surface of the Halo
ring. Now survival in this strange, alien environment—whether for Spartan super-soldiers or those who never thought they
would see the battle up close—is measured day to day against a relentless and brutal adversary that always has the
upper hand. Desperation grows, but the will to keep on fighting and enduring no matter the odds is never in doubt…even
as the Banished seek to unleash a frightening new enemy that could doom them all…
Vanguard Jack Campbell (Naval officer) 2017 Jack Campbell returns to the world of the New York Times bestselling Lost
Fleet novels with a new action-packed military science fiction series that explores the founding of the Alliance . . . and the
men and women who fought to create it. Earth is no longer the center of the universe. After the invention of the fasterthan-light jump drive, humanity is rapidly establishing new colonies. But the vast distances of space mean that the old
order of protection and interstellar law offered by Earth has ceased to exist. When a nearby world attacks, the new colony

of Glenlyon turns to Robert Geary, a young former junior fleet officer, and Mele Darcy, a onetime enlisted Marine. With
nothing but improvised weapons and a few volunteers, Geary and Darcy must face down warships and armored soldiers-or die trying. As battles rage and pirates take an increasing toll throughout the colonies, the only hope for lasting peace
lies with Carmen Ochoa, a "Red" from the anarchic world of Mars, and Lochan Nakamura, a failed politician. They have a
plan: to lay the groundwork for mutual defense that could someday grow into an alliance. But if their efforts don't succeed,
the growing power of aggressor worlds could turn regions of space founded on freedom into battlefields between the first
interstellar empires...
Bloodstar Ian Douglas 2012-08-28 With his Heritage, Legacy, and Inheritance trilogies, New York Times bestselling
author Ian Douglas established himself as one of the true masters of military sf—sharing center stage with such authors
as Rick Shelley, John Ringo, David Sherman, and Dan Cragg in a wildly popular sub-genre of science fiction that
includes such enduring classics as The Forever War by Joe Haldeman and Robert Heinlein’s Starship Troopers. Now,
with Bloodstar, Douglas kicks off his new series, Star Corpsman, with a bang, focusing on the elite units of recon Marines
and S/R Corpsmen who infiltrate alien worlds ahead of major planetary invasions to gather intelligence on both the local
environment and on the psychology and biology of the enemy. In Bloodstar Ian Douglas carries readers once more
across the vast galaxy, light-years from Earth, and into the fire and terror of future war.
Beyond the Frontier Jack Campbell 2012 Awakened from a cryogenic sleep to win the century-long conflict between the
Alliance and the Syndicate Worlds, Captain John "Black Jack" Geary discovers that his loyalty is being questioned and
suspects that he is being deliberately sent on a suicide mission.
The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009 After rescuing POWs from a labor camp in the Heradao Star System, Captain John
"Black Jack" Geary discovers that the Syndics plan to ambush his fleet, forcing him to jump from one star system to the
next in an effort to avoid the enemy.
Destroyer Joshua Dalzelle 2017-11-04 A relentless enemy... An old wolf's last hunt... The future of two species hanging in
the balance... The Darshik war machine is flagging, but the war is far from over. Even as an exhausted Federation
military tenses up for a counterattack after repelling the last Darshik invasion, reports are coming in of a new, more
powerful class of ship that's striking deep into Terran space. Captain Jackson Wolfe has been given the fleet's newest,
most advanced destroyer and tasked with eliminating this new threat before it can claim any more human lives. What he
finds, however, is immeasurably more dangerous than just some new class of starship ... it's a horror that could lead to
the destruction of both their species if it isn't stopped. Destroyer is the third book in the Expansion Wars Trilogy and part
of the #1 bestselling Black Fleet Saga.
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Leviathan Jack Campbell 2015-05-05 “One of the best military science fiction series
on the market,” (Monsters and Critics) The Lost Fleet delivers thrilling combat on a grand space opera scale. Now,
Admiral John “Black Jack” Geary embarks on a brand new mission—to defend the Alliance from itself—in New York
Times bestselling author Jack Campbell’s latest action-packed novel… Two Syndicate World star systems have fallen
prey to a mysterious fleet of warships—a fleet controlled entirely by artificial intelligence—that is now targeting Alliance
space. The warships are no mystery to Geary. They were developed by his government to ensure security, but
malfunctioned. If the Syndics learn the truth, the war with the Alliance will resume with a vengeance. As the government
attempts to conceal the existence of the A.I. warships—and its role in their creation—Geary pursues them, treading a fine
line between mutiny and obedience. But it soon becomes clear that his fleet is no match for the firepower of the machinepiloted armada. With the help of the Dancer species of aliens, Geary has tracked the A.I. ships to their secret base in the
supposedly mythical Unity Alternate star system where his fleet, the last hope of the Alliance’s future, will end the conflict
at any cost…
The Lost Fleet: Courageous 2008 CAMPBELL/LOST FLEET COURAGEOUS
The Lost Fleet: Fearless 2007
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Guardian Jack Campbell 2013-05-07 Admiral Geary’s First Fleet of the Alliance has
survived the journey deep into unexplored interstellar space, a voyage that led to the discovery of new alien species,
including a new enemy and a possible ally. Now Geary’s mission is to ensure the safety of the Midway Star System,
which has revolted against the Syndicate Worlds empire—an empire that is on the brink of collapse. To complicate
matters further, Geary also needs to return safely to Alliance space not only with representatives of the Dancers, an alien
species, but also with Invincible, a captured warship that could possibly be the most valuable object in human history.
Despite the peace treaty that Geary must adhere to at all costs, the Syndicate Worlds regime threatens to make the
fleet’s journey back grueling and perilous. And even if Geary escorts Invincible and the Dancers’ representatives home
unharmed, the Syndics’ attempts to spread dissent and political unrest may have already sown the seeds of the Alliance’s
destruction...
The Lost Fleet: Relentless Jack Campbell 2009-04-28 Captain John “Black Jack” Geary races to save a group of Alliance
POWs from certain death in this gripping novel in New York Times bestselling author Jack Campbell's Lost Fleet series.
Alliance prisoners of war are being held at a labor camp in the Heradao star system, which also happens to be the
location of the majority of the surviving Syndic warships. Determined not to leave any of his people behind, “Black Jack”
Geary orders the fleet to strike hard and fast to rescue the POWs with minimal Alliance losses. The raid is successful, but
victory is short-lived. Geary discovers that the Syndics plan to ambush the fleet with their powerful reserve flotilla in an
attempt to annihilate it once and for all—but he doesn’t know where the enemy is located. And as Geary has the fleet
jump from one star system to the next, hoping to avoid the inevitable confrontation, saboteurs contribute to the chaos...
The Lost Fleet: Valiant 2008 CAMPBELL/LOST FLEET VALIANT
The Lost Stars: Shattered Spear Jack Campbell 2017-03-28 -The New York Times bestselling author of The Lost Fleet
series returns to the -strong saga-* of a rebellion against a totalitarian regime, and the determination of two people to

create a better future in the farthest reaches of the colonized galaxy... The Syndicate Worlds continues to splinter as
more star systems pledge allegiance to President Gwen Iceni, General Artur Drakon, and the new government they're
establishing at Midway. But the toxic legacy of Syndicate rule undermines their efforts as the rebels encounter difficulty
trusting one another and believing their new leaders' promises of freedom from tyranny. Before Iceni and Drakon can put
their house in order, they must deal with another threat. An enigma warship has appeared and vanished near a Syndic
colony. If the aliens are capable of jumping into other human-occupied star systems, then billions of people could be
vulnerable to a hostile invasion fleet anywhere it chooses to strike. But an even greater liability lies with Iceni and Drakon
as a once-trusted adviser turned saboteur plans revenge..--Distant Thunders Taylor Anderson 2010-06-01 The skies explode in this thrilling alternate history novel in Taylor
Anderson's New York Times bestselling Destroyermen series. After the terrible battle between the men of the destroyer
USS Walker and their Lemurian allies against the savage Grik, Lieutenant Commander Matthew Reddy is shocked by the
arrival of a strange ship captained by Commodore Jenks of the New Britain Imperial Navy—an island-nation populated by
the descendants of British East Indiamen swept through the rift centuries before. With the Walker undergoing muchneeded repairs, Reddy knows the Grik have only been fended off, not defeated, and he will need all hands on deck to
fight them off when they next attack--but Jenks’ loyalties seem uncertain. As tension between the Allies and the Imperials
mount, Reddy will come to realize that his suspicions are not misplaced—and that a greater danger than the Grik is about
be revealed...
Plague Year Jeff Carlson 2007-07-31 Read Jeff Carlson's blogs and other content on the Penguin Community. View our
feature on Jeff Carlson's Plague Year.The nanotechnology was designed to fight cancer. Instead, it evolved into the
Machine Plague, killing nearly five billion people and changing life on Earth forever. The nanotech has one weakness: it
self-destructs at altitudes above ten thousand feet. Those few who've managed to escape the plague struggle to stay
alive on the highest mountains, but time is running out-there is famine and war, and the environment is crashing
worldwide. Humanity's last hope lies with a top nanotech researcher aboard the International Space Station-and with a
small group of survivors in California who risk a daring journey below the death line...
How Churchill Waged War Allen Packwood 2018-10-30 An analytical investigation into Prime Minister Winston Churchill’s
decision-making process during every stage of World War II. When Winston Churchill accepted the position of Prime
Minister in May 1940, he insisted in also becoming Minister of Defence. This, though, meant that he alone would be
responsible for the success or failure of Britain’s war effort. It also meant that he would be faced with many monumental
challenges and utterly crucial decisions upon which the fate of Britain and the free world rested. With the limited
resources available to the UK, Churchill had to pinpoint where his country’s priorities lay. He had to respond to the
collapse of France, decide if Britain should adopt a defensive or offensive strategy, choose if Egypt and the war in North
Africa should take precedence over Singapore and the UK’s empire in the East, determine how much support to give the
Soviet Union, and how much power to give the United States in controlling the direction of the war. In this insightful
investigation into Churchill’s conduct during the Second World War, Allen Packwood, BA, MPhil (Cantab), FRHistS, the
Director of the Churchill Archives Centre, enables the reader to share the agonies and uncertainties faced by Churchill at
each crucial stage of the war. How Churchill responded to each challenge is analyzed in great detail and the conclusions
Packwood draws are as uncompromising as those made by Britain’s wartime leader as he negotiated his country through
its darkest days.
Steadfast Jack Campbell (Naval officer) 2015-04-28 New York Times bestselling author Jack Campbell continues his
"series of fast-paced adventure" (SFRevu) as The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier continues... Admiral John ?Black Jack”
Geary and the crew of Dauntless have safely escorted important alien representatives to Earth. But before they can
depart for home, two of Geary's key lieutenants vanish. The search for his missing men leads Geary on a far-flung chase,
ultimately ending at the one spot in space from which all humans have been banned: the moon Europa. Any ship that
lands there must stay or be destroyed?leaving Geary to face the most profound moral dilemma of his life. To make
matters worse, strains on the Alliance are growing as the Syndics continue to meddle. Geary is ordered to take a small
force to the border of Syndic space. But what he finds there is a danger much greater than anyone expected: a
mysterious threat that could finally force the Alliance to its knees?
Triumphant Jack Campbell 2019-05-21 A young fleet officer and a Marine must stand together to defend their neighbors
and their colony in this return to the powerful and action-packed Genesis Fleet saga from New York Times bestselling
author Jack Campbell. The recently colonized world of Glenlyon has learned that they're stronger when they stand with
other star systems than they are on their own. But after helping their neighbor Kosatka against an invasion, Glenlyon has
become a target. The aggressive star systems plan to neutralize Glenlyon before striking again. An attack is launched
against Glenlyon's orbital facility with forces too powerful for fleet officer Rob Geary to counter using their sole remaining
destroyer, Saber. Mele Darcy's Marines must repel repeated assaults while their hacker tries to get into the enemy
systems to give Saber a fighting chance. To survive, Glenlyon needs more firepower, and the only source for that is their
neighbor Kosatka or other star systems that have so far remained neutral. But Kosatka is still battling the remnants of the
invasion forces on its own world, and if it sends its only remaining warship to help will be left undefended against another
invasion. While Carmen Ochoa fights for the freedom of Kosatka, Lochan Nakamura must survive assassins as he tries
to convince other worlds to join a seemingly hopeless struggle. As star systems founded by people seeking freedom and
autonomy, will Kosatka, Glenlyon and others be able to overcome deep suspicions of surrendering any authority to
others? Will the free star systems stand together in a new Alliance, or fall alone?
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Dreadnaught Jack Campbell 2011-04-26 View our feature on Jack Campbell's The
Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Dreadnaught. The New York Times bestselling series that delivers "edge-of- your-seat
combat" (Elizabeth Moon, author of the Vatta's War series). The Alliance woke Captain John "Black Jack" Geary from

cryogenic sleep to take command of the fleet in the century-long conflict against the Syndicate Worlds. Now Fleet Admiral
Geary's victory has earned him the adoration of the people-and the enmity of politicians convinced that a living hero can
be a very inconvenient thing. Geary knows that members of the military high command and the government question his
loyalty to the Alliance and fear his staging a coup-so he can't help but wonder if the newly christened First Fleet is being
deliberately sent to the far side of space on a suicide mission.
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Leviathan Jack Campbell 2016-04-26 "Two Syndicate Worlds star systems have
fallen prey to a mysterious fleet of warships, a fleet controlled entirely by artificial intelligence that is now targeting
Alliance space. The warships are no mystery to Geary. They were developed by his government to ensure security, but
malfunctioned. If the Syndics learn the truth, the war with the Alliance will resume with a vengeance. As the government
attempts to conceal the existence of the AI warships and its role in their creation, Geary pursues them, treading a fine line
between mutiny and obedience"-The Comanche Empire Pekka Hämäläinen 2008-01-01 A study that uncovers the lost history of the Comanches shows in
detail how the Comanches built their unique empire and resisted European colonization, and why they were defeated in
1875.
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